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   Obtaining petroleum plastics:  
 

I remember one fallacious question that made me a companion: if 

petroleum came from organic sources (decomposition of plant material 

alive as well as animals), because the oil makes it plastic (inorganic)?  
   (I leave readers to comment freely). 

  

    

   Now comes to organic chemistry: how to define the speculate figures 

viewed through a mirror communications practices in front of a mirror 

(single speaker).  

When you grow old you keep leaving customs, to forget them you need a 

small impact on the emotions or trauma.  
 

    

Waste obtained from the treatment of organic materials in order to acquire 

other energy products.  
 

 

                                 termoplàstics (1) 

   plàstics     

                                           termoenduribles (2) 

 

                                    elastòmers  (3) 

 

   (1): they may adjust modifying the Tª, while in cooling they recover their 

physical and mechanical properties.  
 This means that softens when heated, while in cooling them they become 

solid again.  
 

   (2): termoenduribles (or thermostables). When you have reached the 

final state can no longer re-melt (irreversible change).  
 

 high elasticity or mouldy. 

 

   Plastic deformation comprises bending, the thermoforming and 

laminating  
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   Blowing: to drop "drips" of a liquid or a very handy plastic (or hot in any 

case) into a mold and then injecting air it until all the mold becomes 

soak…then is left to cool…and ready.  
 

Remain silent or swallow without coughing and maintain attention to a 

theme that both can be television, and music CD's…(and make the effort to 

hold until the end of the album with devotion) or read until you think 

you've exceeded the time limit of concentration above which you notice it’s 

a waste of time ...  
   Why should I be "the most" in all fields?  (is a dominating instinct that 

you leave ecually while growing in favor of patience and priorities that are 

progressively generated.  
 

 

Adolf Bayer was a precurssor in the subject of plastics; be clear that the 

polymers are organic materials obtained from the cellulose and oil. 

Ethylene is a byproduct of petroleum: CH2 =CH 2 monomer which merge 

just becoming polymer. 

 

                              naturals 

   Polímers              artificials  

 

                              sintètics 

 

 

   Plastics and resins are organic polymers obtained from petroleum, natural 

gas and coal (or vegetable or animal origin).  
 

I prefer winter than summer (because you can take shelter to fight the 

cold). A rainy day cools, but in warm periods you can not be showering 

every three hours now.  
Moisture affects the bones although that gives me a comfortable 

recollection that carries me in other periods such as autumn or times when I 

feel chills (due to meteorology rather than to energy impacts).  

 

 

   Ara anomenaré uns quants polímers coneguts i que formen part de 

materials de la vida quotidiana: 

• Polyethylene 
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• Polystyrene(derived from the monomer: 

 

CH2= CH-       

 

• PVC (polyvinyl chloride comes from the monomer called 

vinylclorur: CH2= CH- Cl) 

 

• Polypropylene comes from the propylene monomer:  

 

    CH2= CH- CH3. 

 

 

• Polyamide: comes from the monomer: 

                                                                                           O 

                                                                         R- C 

 

                                                                                         NH2 

 

• Polyester: comes from the monomer:         

                                                                          O 

                                                               R-C       

                                                                         OR’ 

 

 

• Polyurethane: comes from the monomer: 

 

                                                                        RNH- C- OR’ 

 

                                                                             O 

 

   Continuing the discourse of chapter 13, go into the work of teachers:  
  On hearing the term "letter enters with bood”I posed the following 

question: educate adamantly or let them mistake because later realize the 

error and conclude that it is the society or environment where we move that 

keep guiding us; as in any chemical institution: over time if it is beneficial 

or negative (both the environment and the utility of the product itself) and 

thus measure the damage on this or that branch of chemistry and try to find 

viable alternatives and application solutions in a reasonably short time to 

prevent worse.  

 


